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About Us
Welcome to Personalised Support Services. With a thorough understanding of

the participants’ physical, mental and emotional support requirements, we

work towards bringing a positive change in their lives.

Our commitment is to help our clients by providing access to a wide range

of exceptional services – all that revolves around your needs.

We ensure you retain your dignity and independence.

Your happiness is our priority.
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MISSION
To empower people with our exceptional services,

taking them closer to their dreams, goals and

aspirations. Our customised, innovative, flexible

support services will improve the participants’

lifestyle, learning, and growth opportunities.

VISION
To emerge as an organisation of choice and

excellence, helping people with disability to

shape their lives, gain independence and

happiness. We will create fulfilling opportunities

for individuals and communities consistently.

VALUES
Our core values include empathy, respect and

excellence. Our priority is your individual

goals and aspirations. We will provide a fair and

safe working environment for our staff by

promoting a diverse community through

a welcoming environment.
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Lorem ipsum

CORE SUPPORT
These supports are meant to assist you with everyday activities and access, participate in the community.

Core support category is flexible, and the funding can be used across any of the support

items and services as specified in the core budget.

Category 1: Assistance
with daily living

Category 2:
Transport allowance

Category 3: Consumables
Category 4: Assistance

with social and community
participation

Covering

the cost of suitable transportation.

It is beneficial when you step

outside your home.

It caters to the support needed for you

to participate in social, recreational

and community-based

activities.

Access to funds

for the support that helps you

with your daily needs.

It also funds respite care.

Consumables include all the supplies

you may need daily and those that arise

due to your disability.
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SUPPORT
COORDINATION

Personalised Support Services will assist you with

The three support levels
in support coordination are:

1

2

3

LEVEL 1

LEVEL2

LEVEL3
Specialist support coordination
When the requirements of the participant are
involved, or such a situation arises, specialist
support coordination is needed.

Long Term Assistance
This support coordination for implementing your NDIS plan includes
navigating the complexivty of services and offers you support from
different service providers.

Short Term Assistance
This support coordination for implementing your NDIS plan includes identifying
various service providers and negotiating the service agreements with them.

Connect &
Understand

Build Your
Capacity

Track and
Review

We keep

your specific requirements in

mind. We will connect you with

the vast network of national and

local service providers.

 
Working alongside you, we will

help you grasp the minutest

details of the NDIS plan. You will

be explained its coverage,

bringing it to life and maximising

its benefits.

Source suitable accommodation

types for you along with the respite

options, especially when you need

it the most.

 
We help you find the job that’s right

for you and ensure that you fulfil

your expectations satisfactorily.

Helping you plan and explore

options for times of crucial life

transitions that may be leaving

school or moving home.

Sufficient coordination of the

assessments, reports and health

specialists.

 
Timely monitoring of the NDIS plan

outcomes and expenditure and

reporting it back to the NDIA.

We help you with keeping track of

the progress of your NDIS plan.

Furthermore, we prepare you

thoroughly when it’s time for

the annual plan review.



HOUSEHOLD
TASKS

Often the participants come across

situations in which they are unable

to perform household tasks.

Our team coordinate all tasks like

meal preparation, yard work,

cleaning, laundry, home repairs

and more.

Whenever it is reasonable and necessary

NDIS will provide funds for assistance

with household tasks. These may be:

  Housecleaning and related tasks

  Assistance with meals, from

  planning, preparation and cooking

  Ready to eat, delivered meals

  Caring for dependents

  Yard and minor home maintenance

  Assistance with specialised

  equipment for household tasks

  Training or courses in domestic tasks

  Training and skills development

  in domestic tasks

Reasonable and necessary supports
Factors that determine which support to be considered as both reasonable and necessary

include:

The extent to which
these supports

maximise
independence and

functional skills

Appropriate in regards
to the participant’s

circumstances and age

Whether alternative
arrangements

or supports can meet
the participant’s

requirements



Personalised Support Services offer group activities that promote socialisation

amongst the participants of the NDIS plan. We encourage the participants to undertake

activities independently within the space. The participants have the choice of

facilitated workshops or individual group activities or a combination of both.
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GROUP ACTIVITIES

1. All activities contribute
to life skills development like
cooking, personal care,
hygiene, gardening, grocery
shopping, household tasks etc.

2. Improving the participants’
overall health and well-being
through awareness and education,
walks, swimming, yoga, meditation,
group fitness activities, and more.

3. Learning ability specific
to literacy and numeracy is
through tailored programs
that include money handling,
budgeting, writing and
reading skills.

4. Recreational activities like dance,
music, art, craft, picnics and ten pin
bowling.

5. For instance, community access
includes music works, library,
community events, shopping,
museums, art gallery, etc.

These group activities may include:

These are specifically designed for people

with mental or psychological disability

to help them with their day-to-day lives.

What are group
activities?



INNOVATIVE COMMUNITY
PARTICIPATION
Designed to support NDIS participants to strengthen skills to participate in the

community actively. The program involves highly skilled community engagement

workers who help participants expand their opportunities for community

participation and possible participation.

We at Personalised Support Services adopt a capacity building, community-based

approach. We do so by working with the participants to increase their chances of

uptake and successful transition away from the service to informal support and

employment.

Accessing this
Support
You can access this support

from us if your NDIS plan has

the capacity-building funding

for “Increased social and

community participation.”

It is flexible and meets your

needs in the best possible

way.

A Vital Support
There are numerous ways for how

innovative community participation

can help the participants:

  Increase your capacity and meet your

  basic needs through our food relief

  programs  

  Develop new skills or enhance your

  existing ones for more independence

  in your life 

  Create a network of friends and grab

  opportunities to socialise and make

  connections. 

  Network and discover new opportunities

  that you can get involved in Increase

  your independence and ability to look

  after yourself.



SHORT TERM
ACCOMMODATION
Firstly, you can expect a change of environment and a welcome break from the

routine. Secondly, your informal support also gets a break by having some time

for themselves.

Short-term accommodation and assistance go beyond the accommodation as it

involves the support you receive while staying there.
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This funding for
Short Term

Accommodation falls
under the Core Support
Category – ‘Assistance

with Daily Living’
(Category 1).The amount of funding

you are eligible for will depend
on your requirements of

the support level. As a rule,
the more support you receive
from your informal network,

the more breaks may be
required for the carer
throughout the year.

How does the NDIS fund
Short Term

Accommodation?



Why Choose Us
EXPERIENCE
With our extensive and in-depth service experience,

we offer you disability support services that are

well researched and practical.

SIMPLICITY
Taking away the complexity of the NDIS process, we

bring convenience with our exceptional expertise

and experience.

WE CARE
We believe that better health and care belong to you

as we focus on your plan while you focus on your

life goals.

RELIABLE SUPPORT
Our extensive experience, in-depth understanding of

NDIS and our passion for bringing about a positive

change in the participants’ lives is what makes us

different.
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1300 687 777
www.psupportservices.com.au 

Personalised Support Services

@personalisedsupportservices

Personalised Support Services

info@psupportservices.com.au 

Level 2/311 Lonsdale St, Dandenong VIC 3175


